
GSI scanning tips and tricks 
Quick Guide to GSI scanning 
Guidelines: 

• Weight limit: No patients over 250 pounds should be scanned using GSI 

• Any patient "filling the scout" should not be scanned using GSI, this 
may happen for patients under 250 pounds 

• If  the image optimize box turns red for the GSI phase/group/series, immediately "jump" 

back to the non GSI version of  the protocol 

• If  the "scan type" box is orange, you are f ine to proceed with the GSI scan, no changes 

are needed. 

• If  the "scan type" box turns red, it means the scanner could not f ind a dose within 20% of  

the dose it wants. You need to click on the box and compare the target dose to the dose 
the scanner is actually going to deliver. These values are labelled in the images 

below. Do not just open it and click okay, that will make the warning go away and 
change nothing! 

• If  the target dose is higher than the dose the scanner selects, then lower the 

pitch (go to the next lower pitch value, e.g. 1.375 to 0.984). If  the image 
optimize box turns red af ter you lower the pitch, immediately "jump" back to 

the non GSI version of  the protocol. 

• If  the target dose is lower than the dose the scanner selects, then raise the 

pitch (go to the next higher pitch value, e.g. 1.375 to 1.531). 

Example of  a short (5 foot 3 inch) patient who weighs 250 pounds f illing the scout and causing tube 

heating issues if  GSI mode is used. 

 



Check the GSI IQ Widget for every GSI patient (except GSI head)    

 

 



 

Here is a view of the screen on the GE scanner for a case where the scanner and target doses are quite 
close and you can scan w/o changing the pitch 

 

Here is a view of the screen on the GE scanner for a case where the scanner and target doses are 
dif ferent and you need to change the pitch. 



 

Here is a view of the screen on the GE scanner for a case where the scanner and target doses are 
dif ferent and you need to change the pitch. 
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